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Disclaimer
This Presentation is provided by Quickstep Holdings Limited (“Quickstep” or the “Company”) as a summary of the Company and its
operations and for general information purposes only.
This presentation is not a disclosure document and should not be considered as investment advice or an offer or invitation to subscribe
for or purchase any securities in Quickstep, or an inducement to make an offer or invitation with respect to such securities. This
presentation does not purport to cover all relevant information about any potential investment in Quickstep. Accordingly, potential
investors are advised to seek appropriate independent advice, if necessary, to determine the suitability of any investment. This
presentation must not be relied on to make an investment or other financial decision and recipients should conduct their own
investigations, enquiries and analysis and place no reliance on this presentation in evaluating any potential investment.
None of Quickstep, or their respective employees, officers, related entities or advisers have audited or investigated the accuracy or
completeness of the information, statements and opinions contained in this presentation. Accordingly, to the maximum extent permitted
by applicable laws, none of them makes any representation and none of them gives any assurance, guarantee or warranty, express or
implied, as to, and none of them takes any responsibility or assumes liability (including in negligence) for the authenticity, validity,
accuracy, suitability or completeness of, or any errors in or omissions from, any information, statement or opinion contained in this
presentation.
This presentation contains certain forward-looking statements which have not been based solely on historical facts but, rather, on
Quickstep’s current expectations about future events and on a number of assumptions which are subject to significant uncertainties and
contingencies, many of which are outside the control of Quickstep and its directors, officers and advisors. Quickstep undertakes no
obligation to update these forward-looking statements for events or circumstances that occur subsequent to such statements or to keep
current any of the information provided. Any estimates or projections as to events that may occur in the future (including projections of
revenue, expense, net income and performance) are based upon the best judgement of Quickstep and there is no guarantee that any of
these estimates or projections will be achieved. Actual results will vary from the projections and such variations may be material.
Quickstep has no obligation to tell recipients if it becomes aware of any inaccuracy in or omission from the information in this
presentation.
Other than for the pictures of the Quickstep facilities and machinery, the assets featured in the pictures in this presentation are not assets
of the Company.
By accepting this presentation, you acknowledge and agree to be bound by each of the foregoing statements.
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2012 ...We have delivered
July 2011

F35 first Purchase order received from Northrop Grumman as part of total agreement worth up to $700
million

Aug 2011

First A-Class finished flat panel produced via patented Resin Spray Transfer (RST) process for the auto
industry

Oct 2011

First test composite part for the JSF shipped ahead of schedule

Nov 2011

• Quickstep heads joint development program with leading car manufacturer Audi expected to deliver
industrialised composite car manufacturing solutions using RST technology
• $10M loan facility secured with ANZ backed by guarantees provided by the Australian Federal
Government ‘s Export Finance Insurance Corporation

Dec 2011

Quickstep raises $7.5M from a Rights Issue from existing shareholders

Mar 2012

Lockheed Martin selects Quickstep as sole source supplier for the C-130J composite wing flaps, worth up
to $100 million.

Apr 2012

First JSF flying part delivered on schedule according to plan agreed 29 months earlier

May 2012

Quickstep wins prestigious international innovation award at the JEC Asia 2012 Show for its RST process

June 2012

• Official opening of the Quicksteps' state of the art Manufacturing facility in Bankstown with The Hon Barry
O’Farrell Premier of NSW and Northrop Grumman’s President of Aerospace Gary Ervin.
• 2nd long term agreement signed with Northrop Grumman
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Worldwide Locations
Quickstep GmbH
Munich, Germany
Sales office and
R&D Project
Employees: 7

Quickstep Composites LLC
Dayton, Ohio
Employees: 3

Quickstep production and Headquarters
Bankstown Airport
Sydney, Australia
Employees: 35

Quickstep production (to December 2012)
Perth, Australia
Employees: 15
Deakin University VCAMM
Geelong, Australia
Partner organisation

Quickstep – What we do

Manufacture advance composites using traditional and
our patented technology

License our patented technology – mainly Automotive

Quickstep Manufacturing

Quickstep Manufacturing – Bankstown Airport

Opened June 2012
Largest independent aerospace producer in
Australia - New $15 million facility
Capacity to serve large-scale, long-term
contracts
Possible expansion to adjoining Boeing site
Access to specialised skilled labour - Boeing
shaves 350 jobs
First parts produced out of Bankstown Nov 12
Divestment of WA plant in FY2013; transfer of
JSF production to NSW
Facility completed with NSW and Federal
government funding

l to r: Gary Ervin, President of Northrop Grumman’s Aerospace
Systems Division; Philippe Odouard, Quickstep’s Managing Director
and Barry O’Farrell, NSW Premier with the second long-term
agreement signed in June 2012
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Joint Strike Fighter Agreement
US$300 billion world’s largest defence contract; 3000 JSF aircraft to be delivered over life of the
program

36 aircraft already delivered to US DoD

F-35 Joint Strike Fighters

Production ramping up to one aircraft a day, the highest
volume of aircraft per year behind B737 and A320
Quickstep will deliver parts in three stages or ‘groups’
Group 1 components already being supplied on time
Group 2 signed and commences production late 2012
Group 3 expected in H1 FY2013

Revenues targeted to top $40 million p.a. from 2018
Not impacted by Australian government’s proposed defence cuts
Expected to be worth US$700 million over 20 years
SBIR with US DoD progressing to a full qualification of spars to be delivered using the
Quickstep technology in QS scope of work on the Vertical Tail
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JSF Parts - Supplied by Quickstep

Poster showing JSF parts being supplied by Quickstep
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Lockheed Martin C-130J Contract

Quickstep to manufacture wing flaps for C-130J military transport aircraft in March 2012
Won against global competition
Preliminary work underway;
$1.4-$1.6 million value
$12 million first production purchase
order received for 24 sets of wing flaps
First delivery of parts targeted in
December 2013 quarter

Overall agreement targeted to be
$75-$100 million over 5 years

Quickstep will make wing flap parts for the C130J Hercules

Growth Opportunities

Strong opportunities in global supply chains supported by Australian
government’s Defence Industry Participation Program
MOU signed with global helicopter company Sikorsky;
Actively bidding for further contracts with potential customers including BAE
Systems, Northrop Grumman and others
Quickstep partners include Airbus, Audi, BAE Systems, EADS, Eurocopter,
Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, Sikorsky, US DoD
• Military focus ensures protection from low labour cost countries
• Potential to generate revenue of ~A$100m p.a. if available facilities
are fully used
Made possible by positive reputation for performance through JSF
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Quickstep Licensing
Automotive

Regulations Driving Change
Passenger cars responsible for ~12% of total EU emissions of the main greenhouse
gas carbon dioxide (CO2)
2009 European Union legislation sets mandatory emission reduction targets for new
cars:


Vehicle fuel consumption target of 5.6l/100km of petrol or 4.9l/100km of diesel
by 2015



Manufacturer penalties for excess emissions would average 2800 euros per car
in 2015 and double by 2020

US vehicle fuel consumption targets 6.5l/100km in US by 2017
Conventional vehicle technologies will not be enough to reach targets
An important way to reduce CO2 is through lightweight construction using carbon fibre
composites

Forecast Global Demand for Carbon Fibre
Global demand for carbon fibre, showing key market segments
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21.5% p.a. growth 2010 – 2020; automotive sector expected to become the largest user of composites
* Forecasts originated from Professor Andrew Walker (University of Manchester), a global expert on composites.
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Quickstep for Mass Production
Carbon fibre composites widely used in low quantities
for performance cars (F1, Lamborghini, Bugatti, Tesla..)
Carbon poised to enter the mainstream production market
BMW i3 EV – 2013 launch


All external panels made of carbon fibre



Sales 20,000 – 40,000 p.a. Anticipated

Volkswagen XL1

Most major auto manufacturers exploring carbon fibre
composite use

Lightweight = increased fuel efficiency = power lasts
longer for electric cars=lower CO2 emissions

BMW i3 EV

Opportunity to sell Quickstep’s technology through
i) licensing of RST technology and ii) sales of Quickstep process mini-plants
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Quickstep’s Competitive Advantage
Vehicle production ‘holy grail’: low cost, high speed, high quality finish
No composite solution met all three objectives - until now poor quality finishes
were common (compensated for by labour-intensive bogging and sanding)
Quickstep’s patented Resin Spray Transfer (RST)
technology enables mass production of components
Robot Spraying
with “Class A” finish
Technical success confirmed
Demonstration parts shipped to European sports
car maker
Experimental production cell operational Nov 2012
Further development underway with Lamborghini/Audi
First revenue expected from FY2013
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Carbon Fibre Panel Straight from the Mould
Engine cover made with RST

Parts made in less than 15 minutes – the future of the global auto industry
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Licensing Model RST
Mini-plants sold individually (fee + licence)
Each mini-plant has 350 tonnes annual production capability
Royalties through supply of specialty resin

Concept diagram of mini-plant design
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Audi Cooperation
Quickstep-led joint development in
cooperation with Audi and funded by the
German government

‘PRESCHE Project’ – aims to achieve cost
reductions of 30% on existing manufacturing
of lightweight composite vehicle parts using
RST and Quickstep Process
Develop RST for annual quantities of 20 to
70,000
Partners include Audi; EDAG Group, the world’s largest car engineering partner;
Coriolis Group and Fraunhofer, the largest organisation for applied research in
Europe
To be completed October 2014
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Journey to Cash Flow positive

In excess of $10million cash advance
from clients in 2013
R&D tax cash back expected to add
$2-3 million
Quickstep targeting positive cash
flow from FY2014

Assets*

* At 30 June 2012.
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Share Capital
Register*
Ordinary shares on issue
Total shares on issue

Share price**
Market cap

322,748,630

$ 0.18
$ 58 million

Stockbroker coverage: State One Stockbroking
* At 2 October 2012.
* Before ASX open, 29 October 2012.
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2012/13 Targets
Manufacturing





Start production in Bankstown for JSF
Transfer work from Perth to Bankstown
Prepare for the C130 production
Sign new manufacturing contracts

Quickstep technology





Finalise development of RST for small production
Commission RST pilot plant
Progress development for larger series
Start commercialisation of automotive products

Corporate
 Progress towards becoming cash flow positive in 2014
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Summary
Quickstep delivered on its goals in 2011/12
Only ASX-listed company with exposure to fast-growing carbon fibre
composites sector

Composites industry expected to grow 800% from 2010 to 2020
Large opportunities in mass-production automotive market
Growing amount of sales anticipated in FY2013
Demonstrated capacity to win competitive long-term defence sector
agreements
Circa $350 million long-term agreements signed or expected to be signed in
next 12 months
Long term manufacturing contracts with steady revenues combined with large
blue sky revenue derived from our patented technology in the automotive
market
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Thank you!

